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Marimatech is launching their new E-Sea Hook after several 
years of development. The company has chosen to use the 
customers’ demands as a developmental starting point and 
combine it with the latest in technology and innovative design. 
The result is a thought through construction, which solves all 
known problems in this field. Marimatech expect that this will 
set new standards in this field and are so convinced about the 
quality of this solution that the company gives a three year 
guarantee on the new E-Sea Hook.

The story behind this completely new design of Quick Release 
Hooks (QRH) is that Marimatech observed that existing QRH 
solutions had a number of basic shortcomings. They were typically 
based on old technology ‘developed’ in machine shops, therefore 
it was decided, the new design should be constructed taking all 
modern technological possibilities and current customer demands, 
such as increased automation and user friendly and safe operation, 
into consideration.

Analysis
Marimatech began by analysing customer’s needs and wishes, 
as well as the possibilities in technology, economy and safety. 
This analysis clearly showed that the focus must be on high 
reliability, minimum maintenance and a higher degree of safety 
when it comes to personnel, ships and harbours as well as 
environmental areas. 

“We discovered that it typically costs an LNG tanker about 
US$10,000 for every hour that it is delayed in approaching a 
terminal to dock. At the same time many harbours every year 
spend large amounts on maintaining QRH systems, for example 
repairing capstan motors, sensors and other problems related to 
wear and tear. Last but not least, many of the old constructions 
lead to bad working posture and thereby a bad working 
environment. We have seen cases of personnel being deadly 
injured in connection with inadequately designed QRH solutions 
and mishandling of these. So there were several problems that we 
had to take in to consideration in our development work” says 
Per Bjerring, Sales Director at Marimatech.

Marimatech put together a development team that combined 
people with years of practical experience within navigation and 
harbour work with expertise within technology, safety and design. 
The task of developing a QRH solution which had to not only be 
‘second to none’ but also take in to consideration safety, sturdiness, 
reliability and was user friendly, produced contradicting demands 
that needed to be solved. The result has been a significantly 
different QRH, which not only differs through a modern design 
but technologically is in a league of its own.

Reliability is decisive
Reliability is completely decisive for navigation and harbours and 
is therefore an invariable demand for the new E-Sea Hook.

Though the design and construction is new, the E-Sea 
Hook is mainly built with well proven standard components. 
The development team has focused on putting together the 
components in a way that gives the best functionality advantages 
and the highest degree of reliability.

There are many examples present of this new thought through 
design philosophy, which increases safety. One is the reversible 
capstan with an integrated brake function, obtained by using 
a special worm gear. Through this solution one avoids motors 
with electro magnetic brakes, which need maintenance, and 
often have a tendency to fail. At the same time the QRH sensors 
are integrated in the main structure itself and in this way well 
protected against damage. The closing mechanism for the hook 
is produced in a new, simple design, which makes it highly sturdy 
and reliable.

The QRH station is more user-friendly and can now be 
operated by one person only. As an option, a display, giving 
readings of the mooring line pull can be installed on the QRH 
operator panel. This facility can prevent dangerous situations 
before a hook release takes place. Flash and audio alarm has also 
been added to the QRH to give warning to jetty personnel prior 
to hook release. 

As a further plus to the construction the E-Sea Hook can be 
installed in half a day provided that the anchoring facilities on the 
jetty are ready. The electric installation is just as quick as there is 
only one common data cable, which connects all QRH stations 
to the control room.

Sturdy design
The sea environment is hard on all constructions and with 
the precision and reliability which is demanded of a QRH, 
Marimatech had to think in new directions. On the E-Sea Hook 
they have solved this challenge by using seawater resistant stainless 
steel (AISI 316) as well as having a steel cover protecting the 
electric panel and motor. 

As for the surface treatment, they have chosen to use Interzone 
505 paint, which is developed especially for ‘splash zone areas.’ 
Also, the new nano-technology has been used on all surfaces. This 
genius protection makes the QRH station almost self-cleaning 
and thereby minimises the risk of corrosion.

Setting new standards for Quick 
Release Hook systems 
Marimatech, Hinnerup, Denmark

The new E-Sea Hook.
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Safety for personnel, facility and environment
Safety and a good working environment has previously not been 
very much in focus within the mooring areas, but rising demand 
from terminal owners has called for these conditions to be 
improved. The E-Sea Hook is therefore designed to be operated 
in a safe and ergonomic way. 

The entire QRH function can be operated and surveyed on 
one common central placed display. Hence the operator does 
not have to move during work. Another well-known problem 
with many previous QRH designs is a capstan, which is placed 
at a high level. This leads to a very bad working position, where 
the operator, for example, has to stand on a ladder during capstan 
operation. This problem has completely been solved on the E-Sea 
Hook, as the working height of the capstan has been lowered to 
a level where all operators, regardless of height, can operate this 
function while standing on the ground.

Furthermore, all cables have been integrated into the QRH 
main structure, thereby avoiding any ‘catching’ cables for 
employees or vehicles.

Safety not only applies to jetties and ships, but also in a wider 
perspective, it applies to the environment. The QRH stations can 
be remote controlled both from the control room or a wireless 
unit by the dock master or pilots. The advantage is that you can 
operate the QRH’s at ship departure without having personnel 
on the jetty itself. This could take place in case of an emergency 
situation or simply in order to reduce the number of mooring 
personnel at departure.

Mooring Load Monitoring System (MLMS)
Another and very popular product from Marimatech is the 
Mooring Load Monitoring System – a system that can monitor 
the actual pull on each mooring line. The MLMS can be 
integrated into the E-Sea Hook and this provides a very high 
safety level in connection with correct load distribution and load 
monitoring for each individual mooring line. The integrated 
alarm system informs the ship’s crew as well as the control room 
on the jetty in case of abnormal situations.

Innovative technology
“We think there are too many inconvenient and old-fashioned 
mechanical parts in the existing hook solutions. Therefore we 
have deliberately chosen to be innovative in technology, material 
and functions instead of continuing developing on the already 
known models and techniques” says Carsten Kjaer Hansen, who is 
Marine Chief Engineer and today works as Product Manager for 
Marimatech’s E-Sea Hook. “We are convinced that our product 
will save the terminal owners a lot of money on reliability, 
maintenance and environment. We expect a true lifetime of our 
E-Sea Hooks to be at least 25 years – almost twice as long as 
most other products on the market. Therefore we see no problem 
in offering our customers a three year guarantee and attractive 
service deals on the E-Sea Hooks”.

Marimatech has already delivered the new generation E-Sea 
Hooks to USA, Brazil, Italy and Singapore as well as a large 
number is on its way to Turkey.

“We expect a lot from our new E-Sea Hook. We have 
succeeded in incorporating the most modern technology into 
an innovative design with an extremely sturdy construction and 
high degree of safety and at the same time been able to keep a 
very competitive price. This is precisely the demands the harbours 
around the world have and we look forward to presenting these 
many features in the E-Sea Hook to marine engineers, jetty 
owners and authorities” says Per Bjerring.
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The E-Sea Hook incorporates the most modern technology into an innovative 
design with an extremely sturdy construction and high degree of safety.

The development team combined people with years of practical experience 
within navigation and harbour work with expertise within technology, safety 
and design.


